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Abstract. Scientifically developed hospital planning frameworks have emerged
during the last decade to support and prescribe planning and control practice in
hospitals. The three presented frameworks are generally based on manufacturing planning and control frameworks attuned for manufacturing environments.
This is critical to the adaptability of the frameworks, since manufacturing environments are focused on optimization of repetitive production processes whereas hospital processes are characterised by complex problem-solving processes
with a high degree of uncertainty. In this paper, we identify and describe the
misalignment from an environment variables perspective through analysis and
comparison of three prominent hospital planning frameworks and hospital planning variables derived from empirical studies in existing research.
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Introduction

Inspired from manufacturing industry, scholars from the field of operations management have proposed several frameworks for effective and efficient hospital planning.
However, the planning environment of a hospital is different from the planning environment of a manufacturing company, and since research on hospital planning and
control is a relatively new research area, little empirical evidence currently supports
the applicability of planning and control frameworks in a hospital environment. Thus,
the purpose of this paper is to conduct evaluations of adapted frameworks for hospital
planning and control in relation to the planning environment of hospitals.
Hence, the main focus of this paper is the relation between the planning environment and the planning framework used for hospital planning in practice. Jonsson and
Mattson [1] used a similar analysis between planning environment and planning
methods in manufacturing environments both empirically and conceptually. However,
this paper will only focus on the conceptual matching between planning frameworks
and planning environment, where the reasoning is that the planning environment and
planning framework must be aligned and match in order to derive value from the
adfa, p. 1, 2011.
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planning methods in practice. Based on this notion, the three dominant planning
frameworks for hospitals are first presented followed by identification of hospital
environment variables through existing research. Afterwards, the appropriateness of
the planning frameworks in the hospital environment is conceptually explained.

2

Conceptual Frameworks for Hospital Planning and Control

During the last decade several hospital planning and control frameworks have been
proposed, many of which are based on or heavily inspired by frameworks from production planning and control scholar, like Hax and Meal [2], Silver et al [3], and
Vollman [4]. Through a broad literature review, three predominant frameworks have
been found to highlight the variety between existing frameworks, and are also the
most academically recognized; Roth & Van Dierdonck [5], Vissers et al.[6], and Hans
et al. [7]. These frameworks have inspired researchers within the field to structure the
scope of research studies such as literature reviews [5], adaption to different areas of
health care [6] [7] , and further development of the frameworks [8]. An overview of
the characteristics of the three frameworks is presented in Table 1.
Table 1. Characteristics of three dominant hospital planning frameworks
Author

Objective

Focus

Roth and
Dierdonck,
1995

Minimizing
cost

Patient flows

Visser et
al, 2001

Optimize
resource
utilization

One
ment

Hans et
al, 2011

Efficient
hospital
decision
making

Entire
healthcare
organization

depart-

Hierarchical
Planning levels
3 levels (Aggregate admission
planning, master admission
planning, hospital resource
planning, order releasing
planning)
5 levels (strategic, patient
volumes, resources, patient
groups, patient)
4 levels (strategic, tactical,
offline operational, online
operational)

Environment Assumptions
Predefined patient pattern,
Superior capabilities for managing capacity an resources,
procedure and treatment protocol standardized
Predictive, homogenous patient group, predictable treatment process, low variability
on patient’s condition
Elective and urgent patients
only, integration of all managerial areas in health care
delivery, operational integration focus

In 1995, Roth & Dierdonck introduced a framework called “Hospital Resource
Planning” aimed specifically at healthcare cost reduction through improved hospital
planning and control. The framework is based on the introduction of a classification
system that identifies the health care services received by patients. The framework is
directly inspired by the manufacturing system approach, with materials requirement
planning as the backbone. The framework considers both the resource capacity planning and material planning of hospitals and introduces a classification system as the

bill of resources to classify products or services hospitals provides including calculating prices of services [9]. The study is an exploratory study based on longitudinal data
from two hospitals, one 300-bed community hospital and one 1,100-bed teaching
hospital. Hence, they acknowledge that the traditional MRP logic has shortcomings.
Thus, the key assumptions of the framework are that:
1.
2.
3.

Hospitals have superior capabilities for managing capacity and resources.
Procedure and treatment protocols are standardized, and variation in patient
flow decreases over time.
All necessary processes are well defined.

Based on the requirements, the framework will fit a hospital environment with repetitive processes and variables similar to a mass-production environment with mature planning and control processes.
The second framework was developed by Vissers et al. in 2001 [10]. The framework is based on existing literature at the time, partly inspired by De Vries et al.[11],
which was limited to resources capacity planning and patient flow, including optimization of batching rules for resource utilization, frequency of service to a patient
group and size, and composition patient batches. However, most of the literature within hospital planning and control takes point of departure of this paper in relation to
their empirical studies such as within operating theatre [12] [13] [14]. The framework
prescribes identification of planning horizons and different types of decisions that
have to be taken in an organization, distinguished by five hierarchical levels including
strategic planning, patient volumes planning, resource planning, single patient/patient
groups planning. The key assumptions of the framework are that:
1.
2.
3.

Hospitals are organized in independent business units.
The patient-group is homogeneous
One primary predictable and stable process flow of treatment for each patient
group.

Thus, this framework is suitable for a predictable process after the treatment plan
setup, including low variety in the treatment process, common requirements in quality
and service, homogeneous in resource requirement and no requirements for flexibility
within the patient-group.
Finally, Hans et al. [15] proposed a generic health care framework with the objective to structure the various planning and control functions in a health care system,
which is the latest framework among these three The framework is based on hierarchical planning principles divided by planning horizons and is intended to be applicable to any type of health care delivery. Furthermore, Hans et al. [15] argue that traditional planning frameworks are often too simplistic as they are oriented towards one
managerial area (in particular resource capacity planning or material planning) and
neglect the reactive decision functions, which are important given the inherently sto-

chastic nature of health care processes. The framework integrates the managerial areas of medical planning, resource capacity planning, materials planning, and financial
planning. These are integrated due to the authors’ assumption that collaboration and
dialogue between all types of managers in healthcare planning is a core mechanism
for optimized planning of the entire system. Related to the broad scope of the framework, the prerequisites of the framework are blurred. The framework can be applied
at all health care levels from a supply chain of care providers down hospital departments, and thus from a contingent viewpoint, the framework must be tailored according to environment characteristics. Hence, the key assumptions of the framework are
that:
1.
2.
3.
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Planning is an interdependent process between managerial hospital areas.
Patient groups are homogeneous across the healthcare system.
Two distinctive processes; reactive processes (offline (elective) patient),
proactive processes (online (emergency) patient)

Hospital environmental variables

Jonsson and Mattsson [1] identify that environmental variables have significant
impact on the sustainability of planning methods in manufacturing companies. Therefore, the hospital environmental variables must be identified. All three framework
studied are addressing the environmental characteristic, which can be divided into
three groups of patient, resource, and hospital process.
In health care, the patient is both a customer and involved in the health care production process [16]. Demand can be defined as the patients’ need for health care
services, which is partly predictable and partly random too which it is similar to the
demand in the industry [17]. However, the differences between a traditional definition
of a product and the patient as a product are that the patient’s condition may even
change during the time while waiting as well as during the process of treatment [12],
which is causing the high variability and uncertainty in hospital planning and control.
Patients are classified in the range of medical urgency categorization at hospitals,
which is based severity of their condition in order to prioritize job task of patients;
elective, semi-urgent, and emergency [18]. Looking from the planning point of view,
it is frequently interrupted by both the unexpected arrival of critically emergency
patients and by the changes of the patients' condition during the admission process
[16]. In order to capture patients’ needs for health care, it requires a flexibility and
agility in operations from the hospital. There is a high variability of patients in hospitals, needing individual hospital health care services, and to some extent they can be
grouped based on their medical profile [11]. However, patients also need an individual evaluation of the medical profile complexity in order to determine the process of
treatment generating variation within a patient group [10]. Furthermore, patient volume needs to be considered especially in relation to limited resources [11] Hence, the

patient variables are deduced to be patient medical profile complexity, medical urgency, patient variety, demand uncertainty, and patient volume.
The resources in a hospital environment refer to all resources involved in the hospital’s planning and control processes. The main resource types include human resources (doctors, nurses, secretaries, porters, and planning personnel), medical
equipment (operation packages and medicines ), and facilities (beds and operating
theatres) [19],[20]. Furthermore, the resource type is dependent on the profiles and
experience of the particular resource. For human resources the profile includes, for
instance, the nurse profile (operational or ward), and the doctors’ clinical profile including their experience. For medical equipment the profile relates to the treatment
area, and the experience is for instance the maturity of the medicine technology or
treatment, which in some situations is short-lived down to a few hours lifetime from
development. Apart from the main resource types, supporting resources are also essential to include as an environmental variable [21]. Supporting resources include all
influencing resources that are not directly part of the hospital process in question including for instance hospital managers and expensive critical care resources. Thus, the
hospital resource variables include; resource types, profile, experience, and supporting resources.
The hospital processes can be divided into operation processes and organizational
support processes, and operational processes can be further divided into diagnostics
process phase and therapy process phase [11]. The operation processes are driven by
resources such as medical specialists, mainly in charge of the medical treatment, researching and teaching with the aim of providing and developing new medical methods of health care services to increase the inhabitants’ health quality of life [22] [10].
The individual caregivers such as doctors and nurses are patient-centred in their work,
where different knowledge and experience has an impact in planning and scheduling
incoming patients on top of the degree of complexity of the process itself [23]. The
organizational processes are often divided in groups of clinical specialties focusing on
single procedures or patient groups in order provide most effective care for the patients. Building up around disciplines enhances the specialization of treatments of
different patient group, where the clinical staff develops an in- depth knowledge and
experience, resulting in a high quality, fully integrated, operational organization at its
disposal [12]. Thus, the hospital processes are identified as the diagnostic and therapy
processes, process task complexity, interdependency with other resources, and organization support processes. In Table 2, the hospital planning environment variables are
presented within the category of patient, resources, and hospital processes based the
study of this section.

Table 2. Overview of hospital planning environment variables

Patient

Hospital environmental variables
Resources
Hospital processes

Patient medical profile

Resource types

Diagnostics and therapy phases

Medical urgency

Profile

Process task complexity

Patient variety

Experience

Interdependency with other resources

Demand uncertainty

Supporting resources

Organizational support processes

Patient volume
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Conceptual Matching

Overall, frameworks presented above are addressing the hospital environmental variables to some extent, as they all include aspects of patient variables, resources, and
the hospital processes. However, the frameworks generally simplify the complexity of
the system by only including the simplest variables, omitting, for instance, the condition of the patient, their medical profile, or the variety of patients [8]. In the three
frameworks prioritization of patients is only briefly addressed through the by ‘first in
first out’ principles, whereas the medical urgency is not being addressed. Hans et al
[15] acknowledge the importance of medical urgency in the planning processes by
including both elective patient and emergency patient processes. Even so, uncertainty
of the medical profile and the patient’s condition is missing along with the need for
flexibility in the health care system generating robustness of the framework. On the
other hand, Visser et al [10] acknowledge the need for high flexibility during the diagnostic process due to high degree of uncertainty, but then choose to limit the
framework to the therapy process phase, where the process flow is more predictable.
Thus, it indicates that hospital planning can be improved through inclusion of patient
variety and medical profile variables in applied hospital planning frameworks.
The theoretical frameworks generally regard resources as a constraint in hospital
planning and consider mainly the resource type variable. However, as the environment variables imply, this approach is not sufficient in planning environments with
varying resource profiles, varying experience, and the influence of supporting resources. One consequence is the lack of precision in hospital planning practice in
situations where these variables are not distributed evenly according to the applied
planning model. Hence, it indicates based on the findings that hospital planning accuracy can be improved by inclusion of resource profiles, experience, supporting resources in the hospital planning model oriented around patients.
The planning frameworks in this paper are all hierarchical in nature, where the
purpose is to improve coherent and efficient planning of operational hospital processes. However, the point of departure such as objectives and point of view differ. In
Visser et al [10], one of the assumptions is that hospitals are organized in independent business units, whereas, Hans et al [15] emphasize the need to incorporate both
multiple managerial areas to capture the complex relationships in health care and the

reactive decision functions, which are important given the inherently stochastic nature
of health care processes. Oppositely, Roth and Van Dierdonck [24] focus at the process flow but disregard the hospital organization. In a sense, the hospital can be categorized as a hybrid organization as introduced by Van Merode et al [12], where one
part of the organization is of a mechanistic nature suited for rather deterministic processes and another is a more organic part, directed to non-routine, innovative tasks.
Thus, suggest for further research that hospital planning include both deterministic
and complex process models in accordance with phases, process task complexity,
interdependency and influencing support processes’.
The mismatch identified between the theoretical frameworks and theoretically derived environment variables generates incentives for further investigation of how a
more general hospital environment relates to applied frameworks in practice. Thus,
based on the developed propositions we suggest the following research question for
an empirical explorative study: “What is the misalignment between hospital environmental variables and applied planning frameworks, and what are the effects on operational practice? “

5

Conclusion

This paper contributes to existing research with a conceptual analysis of existing hospital planning and control frameworks, and a set of propositions for further research
improving the match between planning frameworks and the hospital environment.
Based on the study, it indicates that hospital planning frameworks need a more integrated holistic planning perspective. It is found that the hospital environmental variables can be grouped into three; patient, resource, and process. However, existing
frameworks do not properly addresses these variables in the hospital planning environment, nor do they acknowledge the hybrid nature of hospital organization.
We propose that the existing frameworks are misaligned with several environment
variables, and thus further research on alignment is recommended. This includes explorative in-depth studies on the empirical matching between hospital environments
and applied planning frameworks.
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